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INTRODUCTION 
I,et R be a Dedekind ring of characteristic zero and L7 a finite group such 
that no rational prime dividing the order of rf is invertible in K. Let T be 
a free Abelian group or monoid of rank m. We prove that for any projective 
R[T][IT]-module P of rank 2- vz $- 2, 1’ -p F ‘3 K c, 91, where F is a free 
module, i? a module of rank 1 and ?I is an ideal of R[T][fl] such that 
‘?I ~- ‘?I, Qqn, R[T][IT],where 91, is a projective ideal of R[ITj (Theorem 2.2). 
LVe also prove that for any free Abelian monoid 7’ and a projective R[T][II]- 
module P, L 821 P is L[T][T7] ~stablv free where L is the quotient field of 
R(‘l’heorem 2.1) and show that if rank of 7’, i.e., rank 7’ z-m I, then L c P 
is L[T][n]-free (Corollaq J 2.2); moreover, in this case any projective module 
P of rank ;.’ 3 is of the form F @, 91, whrrc F is a free module and VI is 
an ideal of R[T][Uj, this generalizes a similar result in Rcf [5], proved for 
R Z with X7 a commutative group, except for rank P -~: 2. In the Section 3, 
we generalize some results about ;V”&(Zl11]) and Li<,,(Z(rf]) of Fief. 131 
(see Ref. [I, Chap 121) and deduce that for any projective module P over 
%[fll[t, t-9, where every commutative subgroup of L7 is a prime po\ver 
order- group, Q (8 P is Q[LT][t, t ‘1 free (C orollary 3.1); moreover, if rank 
of P over Z[L7][t, TV’] is 2 3, then I’ F :& 91, IvYhere I: is a free module and 
‘?I is an ideal of E[11][t, t-l] (C orollary 3.2). Let me mention that by a module 
\ve understand a finitely generated right module and use terminology of 
Ref. [I]. 
1. TVc mention, here, some results bvhich we use quite often and 
define what we understand by rank in our situation. ‘l’he basic reference for 
these results is Ref. [I]. 
THEOREM I .I. Let II be a jinite group of order IL IA R he an integrally 
rlosed domain with field of fractions L of characteri& xot dividing n. Then 
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L[L7] is semisimple, and eoery R order in L[II] containing R[ZI] is contained 
in 12 lR[zq. 
and eeery element of A-,(.-l, ,dJ) is represented by a unipotent I -+ 13, where v 
has coeficients in A, . iVIOrcoCer, 
(a) If n=l, 0 for some It 0, then eacvy element of 1i,(9, -4 J leas 
finite order dividing som power ?f tt. 
(1~) If A is v@t uegulm, then K,(,-I, d ,) 0. 
‘~HEORIX 1.3. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic zero. Let n 
he a finite group such that no prime diaisos of [II : I] is imertihle in R. Then 
$P be a projective R[II]-module, the R,[II]-module P, is free joy all p t Spec R. 
DEFINITION I. I. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic zero and 
II a finite group such that no rational prime dividing order of L’ is invertible 
in R. ‘Then for any projective R[II]- module I’, 1-a& of Pis the rank of the fret 
module P, over K,[II] for a prime ideal p t Spec R. 
Xote. In our situation, rank is a constant function on Spcc R and in fact 
is thef-rank [2] of I’. 
2. Let us set up the following data: 
R a Dedekind domain of characteristic zero; 
11 = a finite group of order IZ 2 [L’ : I]; 
A R[II]; 
L ~ Quotient field of R; 
7’ Free Abelian group or monoid with finite basis; 
11 =~ a maximal order of L[TI] containing B; 
?I = Ideal generated by {LL G R 1 Aa C R[II]j in fl. 
Consider the fibre product diagrams: 
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\Ve, now, prove the following: 
THEORERI 2.1. 
(i) &(R[T][l7]) is genevated by projectiw moduZes of rank I. 
(ii) K,(R[T][nJ)/k;,(K[n]), zuhere II‘ is a free Abelian monoia’, is a 
torsion group and the order of eceFy element dkides a power of n. 
(iii) Let T be a free z4belian monoid and no vational pr-im dividing order 
of Ll is a mit of R, then .for any projective module P OZ’PI’ R[T][ITI], L P 
is a stab@ free pvojective module owr L[T][l7]. 
Proof. Using Mayer--\Yetoris sequence for the fibre product diagrams 
(i) and (ii) [I, Chap. 71, \vc get the commutative diagram: 
11’~ know that fl C PZ lR[II] ('~'he~JlmI I. I), thereforo the rings d$Uf and @ 
arc Artinian. Kest, /I being a maximal order in L[I7] is right hereditary 
[I, Chap. III, Theorem 8.7(b)]. Tl IUS, it is easy to conclude using Grothcn- 
dieck’s theorem [ 1, Chap. 121, that the morphisms 01:~ , CQ , and ciS are iso- 
morphisms. Thcreforc, WC get the exact sequence: 
Let J bc the inverse image in /l of the Jacobson radical of fl/\!l. Consider 
the exact sequence 
‘\\‘e wish to show that GL,(A,M[T]) ~--f Kr(flj9I[T]) is an epimorphism. 
By well-known facts that about the stable structure of cY~,,~ , we have that 
is an epimorphism (see Ref. [ 1, Chap. 5, Propositions (3.4), (4. l)‘, and (4.2)]). 
Now if 7’ is a free Abelian monoid, then vve have 
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by Theorem 1’ [4]. It is easy to see using Kr(D), for a division ring D, is 
the commutator quotient group of D*, the group of units of D, that 
GL, (+j --+ ATI (my-) 
is an epimorphism, therefore, we have that 
is an epimorphism. Xext, if 1’ be a free Abelian group we have 
where rrz is the rank of 7’. As before elements of K,(fl,‘J) come from 
GL,(n/J[T]). To see about K,,(fliJ), let us write 
where Bi’s are indecomposable right ideals of A/]. We know that &(/l/J) 
is generated by the elcmcnts [B,], 1 -:’ i Y. Now that the image of [Bi] 
in Kr(fl/J[T]) comes from GL,(fl/J[T]) is obvious when nr = 1, since it is 
the image of (E,[r], t Id,,,,.,), where t denotes a generator of T, thus is given 
by the clement 
-f [‘I’] H,[T] i: B,[T] 3, .‘. I B,[T] ,’ “’ ’ B,.[T] 
/ !Iif id f Y Y 
j!‘/ 
‘: [T] B,[T] : B,[T] “: ‘.’ ‘; B,[T] , ‘.’ B,.[7 
of GL,(A/J[T]). The general cast follows easily by induction. 
conclude that 
1 
Thus, we 
G-5 ($ VI) m-> K, (-& Vlj 
is an epimorphism. Now, using /l(l/n] = R[n][l,‘n], it is easy to see that 
the image of any element of K,(A/%[T]) g is iven by an clement of the type 
[K] - [A[T]] in K,(A[T]), where K is a projective module of rank 1 over 
A[T]. Now, since coker 01~ --t coker oi, + 0 is an exact sequence and &(A) 
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is generated by rank I modules over A [8, Theorem .4], part (i) follows. 
For (ii), with the notation of (i), we have the exact sequence: 
coker 01~ - coker 01~ + 0. 
Now, since n E ‘21 (Theorem 1. I), we have by Theorem 1.2 that every element 
of coker a1 has finite order dividing some power of n. Thus (ii) is immediate. 
For (iii) consider the commutative diagram: 
The morphisms are natural. Now by Theorem A [8], the image of K,(R[IT]) 
in &,(L[T][fl]) is zero, therefore, we get a morphism of K,,(R[T][Ej)/K,,(R[II] 
to &(L[ T][I7]) induced by &(R[ T][II]) --f k’,(L[ T][II]). KOW, since 
k;,(R[T][n])j~“(R[n]) is torsion by (ii) and I?a(L[7’][II]) is torsion free 
it is clear that E(,,(R[T][IT]) --f &(L[T][II]) is zero morphism. Thus (iii) 
follows. 
Rote. WC shall now on assume that no rational prime dividing II is 
invertible in R. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let T be a free Abelian monoid and S a multiplicative 
set of R zAich is regular for R[TJ[ZI] [I, Chap. 3, Section 61. Then-for a?<v 
projectire S~lRIT][ll]-module P, L @ P is L[T][Ii’]-stab[v free module. 
Proof. The result follows from the commutative diagram: 
&,(R[T][IT]) -%+ K&FR[T][lI]) 
\ 1 
Using (iii), since N is an epimorphism [l, Chap. 9, Theorem 6.51. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be an indeterminate, then for any puojectiue 
R[.q[II]-module P, L @ P is L[XJ[Il]-free. 
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Proof. Using (iii), 1, :?; P is L[.X][n]-stably free module. Now, since 
L[LZ] is semisimple, consider 
the Wedderburn decomposition of L[L’]. \Ye, now, have 
In view of Vorita duality thcorcm [I, (‘hap. 2, Proposition 4.4 (c)l, it is now 
obvious that any stably free projective module over L[IT][S] is free. Thus 
I, yf; P is L[IT][X]-free. 
7’REOREXI 2.2. I,et T is qf rank m. The~z,for any projecthe R[T][ITJ-module 
P of yank _. m + 2, P F I’-’ EC (P “1 zhere F is a free module, K is a module , . , 
of rank 1 and !!I =~ ?‘I,, ~(mc~x,ili R[n][ II’] ,for n pvojectiw ideal 41, of R[fl]. 
t’/.oof. \Ve shall use the notation of Theorem 2. I. It is clear from the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 (i) tllat the image of P in cokcr oiL! (say) (P) (K), where K 
ia a projecti\-c R[T][n]- d 1 f mo u c o rank I. Thus the image of 
.\ (ilU ~ [WI t k;,(R[~l[fll) 
is zero in the coker JI? . Let 
.\’ = im([P’] ~ [Q’]), whew ([P’] ~ [(,‘I) c &(R[fl]). 
rank([P’] - [Q 1) m ;~ I. 
Therefore, using Kef. [2, ‘Theorem 8.21, WC have 
[P’] -- [Q’] [P,] in K,(R[n]) 
=.. [P] Mom [F 9 K $1) !N] using Theorem _A [8] 
No\v, since rank P ._. m + 2, wc have by cancellation theorem [2, ‘I’hcorem 
9.31 that P = F CJ K :?I 91. This proves theorem. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be an indeterminate, then for any projective 
R[S][lTj-module P of rank > 3, P = F’ -I- ?l’, where F’ is a free wodule and \!I’ 
is an ideal of R[X][Il]. 
Puoqf. By Theorem 2.2, we have 
P-F@K@\!I. 
Further, by Corollary 2.2, K can be identified to an ideal ?I, of n[xJ[n] such 
that I R n ?)I, + 0. Kow, by Theorem A [8], ?I can be chosen such that 
91 n R is relatively prime to I. Therefore, it follows that P -= F’ ‘3 !!I’. 
3. \Ve start this section by generalizing Theorem 10.6 (c) and (d) 
of Ref. [I] and use these generalizations to deduce some results about pro- 
jective modules over Z[n][1’]. Th e results of Theorem 10.6 [I] appeared 
initially in Ref. [3] and are given here in a different set up. \\‘e feel it will be 
too much to give the formalism developed in Ref. [I] here just for the results 
WC prove, therefore, we shall assume, in u-hat follo~vs, the notation of 
chap. 1 I and 12 of Ref. [I]. T7’e prove the following: 
~'ROPOSITION 3.1. Let U is the riq of integers arid L? a.fizitrgroup of oyder II. 
PI in haze 
(I (i) A~~K(,(Er7 o ,such tkat n[ ]! is a torsion group~fwTece~y i , 1. There e.rists an infqev 
21d 1s an exponent of JV’A,(Z[II]).for al! i. 
(ii) LK,,(Z[lI]) is a torsion ,yroup if and on1JJ if e,rer*y commutative 
.sz@roup of II is a prime power order group. 
Proof. 11-e can easily see that ;V’K,, and LK,, are G,-modules. 1Vc shall 
now prove the results using induction techniques of Lam [6]. 
(i) Let C denote the set of all cyclic subgroups of II. \\:c know that 
ec(Z, n) divides e,(Q, n)z [ 1, Chap. 1 1, Proposition 3.31. Therefore, 
by Artin-Lam cyclic exponent theorem [I, Chap. Ill, wc have ec(Z, n) 
divides n2. Sow by Theorem 10.6 (d) [1, C:hap. 121, the result is obvious. 
(ii) If every commutative subgroup of 17 is a prime power order 
group, then the result follows as in (i) using Theorem 10.6 (c) [1, Chap. 121. 
Let us now prove the converse. To prove the converse, it is sufficient to show 
that every element of fl has prime power order. If the contrary is assumed, 
there exists an element x E I7 with order of x (say) O(x) m= pq, i.e., the product 
of two distinct primes. Set n’ =- Y (. >, the cvclic subgroup generated by s. 
Let us note that LiY,,(Z[n’]) is a non-zero abelian group and is torsion free 
[I, Chap. 12 (Th. 10.6)]. Consider the sequence 
LI&( Z[II’]) -j-*-t Z,k;,( Z[Iq) LT* LK,,( Z[zq) 
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By Mackey’s theorem [9, Theorem 44.21, the composition 
A-,)( Z[f7’]) -5 K,)(Z[f7]) -L K”(L[fI’]) 
is the sum of compositions 
Ko(L[17’]) -+ K,,(Z[f7’ n s -lW.~ 1) --ir, K(,( Z[f7’]) 
(note that the first morphism is not usual restriction), where s runs over 
a set of distinct double coset representatives 77 := U IT’s77’. It is easy to 
see that 7X, inherits this property. If D,,:’ -= 77’ n x-‘~‘.~ f II’, it is cyclic 
of order 1, p or q, so LK,,(Z[77x’]) 0 [l, Chap 12, Theorem 10.61. Thus, 
by Mackey’s theorem WC have for n ELK,,(Z[F]), j*j*(,) Xf4;-.“(~), 
where f,’ : 77’ + 17’ is given by jS( J) = s ‘3 K and ,x runs over a set of rcpre- 
sentatives for A\‘fl(r7’)j77’. If we can find a nonzero element n ELK,,(Z[77’]) 
which is fixed under Jz,;’ for all s E X1,(77’), then j-*j*(~~) /XI, Mherc 
h up: [NJ77’) : n’]. The clement j,;,(n) then gives an element of order x in 
LK,,(Z[n]) lvhich is a contradiction to the assumption. ‘Thus WC arc left to 
prove the existence of such an element inLK,,(Z[77’]). 
Let aut 77’ ~~ G, the automorphism group of 77’. \l’c shall Provo that 
.IX,,(Z[~~'])~ r/ 0. Using Ref. [I, Chap. I?, ?‘heorern 10.41, we get an exact 
sequence: 
0 + fI,)(L[f7’]) -+ F&(z[17’],Ipyz[77’]) l/,,(B) 
-* ff,(B~pqB) --F fAT()(a[m’]) ---f 0, 
where U is the maximal order of Q[77’] containing Z[U’]. Taking the sub- 
groups fixed I~!- G gives the sequcnw 
0 > f/,,(‘z[fT])~ --• fi”(~[n’]iprl~[f7’])(, Li,’ H,)(B)‘; 
f ff,,(BjpqB)” -> m”(z[n’])(; --* 0 
\vhich is exact module torsion. \\‘e haw 11,,(;2[17’])” =~ 17,,(Z[77’]) H. 
f;urther 13 -= Z x Z[<,] ,K Z[&,] > Z[<,,,l] (i,, denotes rz-th primitive root 
of unity); all the factors are stable under G so 71&B)” : I-I,(B) Z”. 
Now Z[fI’]/pyZ[f7’] -. F,,[l7’] x F,[f7’] and 
where 77,’ is cyclic group of order (I. ‘l’he rings A, , =1, ,..., -3, correspond to 
nontrivial irreducible representations of 77,’ modp. They are permuted 
transitively by G. Thus H,(.Z[77’]/jq.Z[77’])(; -:- Z4. Finallp 1jjpqB 
BjpB 2: B/qB and BjpB =- Zip :X Z/p[&,] x Z/p[<,] x Z/p[<,,]. Each of 
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the four factors may split further but each is stable under G so the rank h 
of H,,(B/pqB)” is at least 8. Now rank of LK,,(ZIIT’])G is h - 8 + 1 2: 1. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T be a free Abelian group of rank 1 and II a jinite 
group such that every commutative subgroup of II is a prime power order group. 
For any Z[lTj[T]-projectiz’e module P, 0 @ P is &[II][T]-stab/y free module. 
Proof. Let us consider the commutative diagram: 
K,,(Z[17][7‘,]) Ok;,(~[n][T-])‘,k;,(~‘[nl[T])~Lk’,(z[nl)-0 
1 1 
I 
c 
&(Q[Z7][T>]) S h;(o[;rl[T-,) -+ K,(Q[l7][T]) ~LLk’,@[nl) + 0 
In this diagram the rows are exact and the last maps admit splitting [ 1, (‘hap. 
12, Proposition 7.2, Theorem 7.41. 11’e have 
k;(Zi[Z7][7’]) =- LK,,(Z[ZI]) C Im a. 
It is clear from the commutative diagram in view of Theorem 2.1 (iii) that 
any element of Im oi goes to zero under the natural morphism 
Sest, since LK,,,(Z[n]) is torsion group by Proposition 3.1 (ii), it is clear that 
LK,,(Z[fl]) C K,,(Z[Ej[T]) is also mapped onto zero in &(Q[U][T]) since 
it is torsion free. ‘I‘hus the result follows. 
~'OROLI.ARY 3.1. Let T be a free dbelian group of rank 1 and II a jinife 
group as ahoe:e. For any Z[I?][T] projectizx module P, Q (3 P is _O[II][T] free. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Corollary 2.2. 
C'OROI.LXRY 3.2. Let 7’ be a free Abelian group of rank 1 and II a &te 
group as in Proposition 3.2. For any projective module P ozer Z[II][T] of 
rank _ , 3. P == F c; ‘!I, where F is a free module and ?I is all ideal. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 2.4. 
Addendum 
‘l\‘e note that we can prove the Proposition 3.2 without any assumption 
on fl, T and replacing .Z by a Dedekind domain R of characteristic zero 
such that no rational prime dividing the order of fl is invertible in R. This 
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will in turn imply that Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 are also valid for arbitrary 
finite group 17 and the Dedckind domain R described here. Let us remark 
that if II is commutative, then for any- projective module P over R[II][T], 
L @ P (I, is quotient field of R) is L[H][T]-stably free This follows casil! 
since spec R[n][T] is connected (use that R[II] h as no nontrivial idempotents 
[8, Corollary 8. I] and that it is a ring without nilpotents) and L[17] is a direct 
sum of fields. For the general case (i.e., n not necessarily commutative), 
let (’ denote the set of all cyclic subg~-oups of n, then for G,-module 
K”(R[ T][zq), \ve have that VP K,,(R[T][n]) C (K,,),.(R[T][KJ), where 
! Ii’ / ~1. This follows since +.(R, (I) divides ~~(0, n)? [l, C’hap I I, 
C’orollary- 3.41 and in view of Art&Lam cyclic exponent theorem [I, (‘hap. 1 1 
‘Theorem 4.6]. The assertion for the general case follows as for- any cyclic 
subgroup n’ of fl, the diagram: 
K,,,(R[IJC'][T]) -%'+ K,,(L[II'][T]) x-+ &(L[l2'j[7'j) 
(1) 
k;,(R[n][T]) -&-+ k;,(L[n][T]) -", &(L[fl][T]) 
with natural morphisms is commutative. B y our assertion for commutative 
groups, we have /3’ iy’ ~~ 0. tiow, if P is any R[n][T]-projective module then 
since for [P] t K,,(R[Il][T]), m2 . [P] t (K,,), (R[T][nj), WC have in view 
of the commutative diagram (I) that /3 cl(ms[P]) =- 0, i.c., wz’p ,([P]) =- 0, 
but, since &(L[U][7’]) is a free group p ,([P]) m= 0. Thus I, :_i: 1’ is 
L[T][17]-stably free. The generalisation for the Proposition 3.2 is thus proved. 
The Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 arc now easy to deduce. 
Let us remark that our method does not seem to work in proving 
corollary 3.1 (and hence Vorollarv 3.2!) if rank 7’ ;- 1. The inherent difficult\- 
is that for a division ring 11, projective modules over 0[7’], with rank T Y i, 
are not free in general. Thanks to Dr. M. Ojanguren with whose help an 
example to this effect was worked out. Let us give the example. 
EsaiurLE. lj 7 Quarternions, 
Let F : 1)[X, L’] ‘3 QX, Y] be the free D[S, I’]-module with er , e, as 
the canonical basis. Set 
Then ker 9) = \!I (say) is a projective [)[A-, I’]-module, but, is not free. 
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PYOOf. 
(i) g, is surjectivc, 
is a unit. Thus y is surjective. 
(ii) ‘![ is not generated by one element. Let us note that 
arc in VI. C’learly t, $ t,Zl[A\F, I-1 and 1, $ t,7l[s, I’]. ‘I’hus neither t, not t, 
gencratc ‘!I. In case P~U + e,b generates ‘21, a simple argument based 
on the degrees of n and h reduces the consideration to the case 
-, when u, b E I1 id,, IIS ;!,I ‘;’ DI-; howxcr, an easy calculation shows that 
Y(V :- e2h) = 0 is not possible if u, b t I> (;t:i DA’ G 111‘ unless n =- b ~ 0. 
1\‘c conclude from (i) and (ii) that ‘!I is projective, but, not free. 
The following remark will not be out of context: 
Let 1) be a division ring finite dimensional over its center. A projective 
D[-\, I‘]-module P is free if and only if I’ is a bimodule. (On a bimodule 
the action of center is supposed to be same on both sides.) 
Pmjf. If P is free then, of course, it is a bimodule. Let us, therefore, 
assume P is a himodule. Let K denote the center of D; D[X, Y] is a central 
separable algebra over K[S, I’]. Set A == D[zlT, 1.1 and C = K[X, 1-I. 
For a A bimodulc :JI, let X” ~~ (~1 E 112 1 MA ~~ XmV’h E AJ, then the natural 
morphisnl 
is a A?-module isomorphism (_II. &slander and 0. Goldman, The Brauer 
group of a commutative ring, Trans. ,4mev. Muth. Sot. 97 (1960), 367409). 
Now, if M is A-prqjective, then AI is C-projective and hence free (every 
projective C-module is free). Thus since A is C-free module, ,11‘1 is C-free. 
This proves AT is A-free. Thus the remark is proved. 
Added in prooJ: Drs. 32. Ojanguren and R. Sridharan have proved that in the 
emmple in addendum quarternions can bc replaced h>- an arbitrary division ring 
which is not a field. 
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